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Abstract: In spite of its availability since 1921 and its current usage for last 90 years, insulin still continues
to inspire molecular innovations primarily motivated by growing unmet needs. Although initial preparations
of insulin from animal sources were successful, animal insulin were fairly crude, had highly variable
efficacy, caused allergy, abscess formation at injection site, immune-mediated lipoatrophy at the injection
site and antibody-mediated insulin resistance. It also caused significant hyperglycaemia and hypoglycaemia
due to unpredictable dissociation of insulin from antibodies. This unpredictable variability between batches
of animal-based formulations led to difficulty in determining proper doses and achieving good glycaemic
control.1-3Subsequently, synthetic and recombinant human insulin were developed to enhance insulin
purity as well as reproducibility of response. The production of this insulin, along with advances in animal
insulin purification, significantly decreased allergy and lipoatrophy associated with the older preparations.
However, these preparations also did not fully mimic endogenous insulin secretion, and hypoglycaemia
remained a common adverse effect.4
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Long-acting (basal) insulin analogues were developed
to provide a more physiologic pharmacokinetic/
pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) profile with longer duration of
action, less intra-patient variability, less pronounced peak
in time-action profiles, and decreased hypoglycaemic risk
compared with human insulin.5 However, clinical challenges
regarding the management of diabetes with insulin still
exist.Insulin detemir and insulin glargine both have a longer
duration of action and a flatter profile than NPH. Both have
less intra-patient variability, less pronounced peak in timeaction profiles and decreased hypoglycaemic risk than NPH
but even these insulin analogues do not last for 24 hours
in some patients requiring up to two injections to achieve
glycaemic control.6-11. It is estimated that approximately
40% of type 1 patient still require twice daily injections of
long-acting insulin analogues like glargine and detemir and
these patients in particular could benefit from newer basal
insulin options with longer time-action profiles.12, 13

It would be worthwhile to note that just prolonging the
half life of basal insulin may not merely yield a clinical
benefit. These lessons can be learnt from the studies with
bovine-NPH and ultra-lente insulin. Though both had much
longer half life of approximately 36 hours, bovine-NPH had
very poor bio-availability requiring very high doses and
ultra-lente had a very peculiar property of erratic absorption
leading to labile blood glucose swings. Both are no longer
available for clinical use and hence it may be concluded that
longer acting basal insulin may not necessarily be better.
Therefore, the need of hour is to have long acting insulin
(with duration of action of at least 24 hours) with good
biological properties.14Newer basal insulin analogues like
degludec, PEG-lispro and glargine U300, have longer, flatter
time-action profiles with lesser variability and thus expected
to have lesser hypoglycaemia (particularly nocturnal ). This
mini review will critically analyse the progress with these
three newer basal insulin analogues and will attempt to
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understand whether this advancement actually translated in
any clinical benefits.

Insulin Degludec
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Insulin degludec is a neutral, soluble, ultra-long-acting basal
insulin analogue that has the same amino acid sequence as
human insulin, with the following structural modification:
deletion of the threonine amino acid residue at B30 and the
addition of a fatty acid (hexadecanedioic acid) to the lysine
at B29 via a glutamic acid spacer. In the presence of phenol
and zinc (i.e. in its pharmaceutical formulation), insulin
degludec has a soluble, stable dihexamer structure. Following
subcutaneous injection, the phenol dissipates and insulin
degludec forms a depot of multihexamer chains. As the zinc
diffuses, these multi-hexamers gradually disassemble into
biologically active monomers that are slowly absorbed into
the circulation.15 Thus, there is prolonged, stable release of
insulin degludec from the subcutaneous depot, resulting in
a glucose-lowering profile that is ultra-long and flat.16 The
duration of action of insulin degludec was found to be >42
hour in patients with type 1 diabetes. Insulin degludec has
a mean elimination half-life of ~ 25 hour. In patients with
type 2 diabetes, steady state was reached in 2–3 days with
subcutaneous administration of once-daily insulin degludec.
At steady state, there was no day-to-day change in overall
exposure for insulin degludec.16, 17 Within-subject variability
of insulin degludec is four times less compared to glargine
and in fact least compared to all available basal insulins.17,
18
The degradation of insulin degludec is similar to that of
human insulin, with all metabolites being inactive. The
primary route of elimination of insulin degludec is via
degradation at the insulin receptor independent of dose.17
Seven randomised, controlled, open label, phase 3a treatto-target trials (26 or 52 week)typically named BEGIN
trial compared degludec versus glargine (2 trials in type 1
diabetes and 5 trials in type 2 diabetes).19-25 One randomised,
open label, phase 3a treat-to-target trials (26 week) of
degludec were also compared with insulin detemir (type 1
diabetes).26 All these trials compared degludec once daily
either in fixed or flexible dose.34
Results from all the eight head-to-head trials showed
non-inferiority of degludec over glargine or detemir. There
was no difference in A1c primarily as these were treatto-target trials, however degludec consistently lowered
FPG more than glargine and detemir in many of the trials
(4 trial).21,24-26 The mean total daily insulin dose was also
consistently lower with degludec across majority of the
studies (6 trials).19-21,23,25,26 A very recent post-hoc patientlevel meta-analysis (all the five phase 3a trials of type 2
diabetes) compared the within-subject variability in mean
blood glucose assessed via 9-point self-measured blood
glucose (9P-SMBG) profiles.27 Interestingly, within-subject
variability in mean 9P-SMBG was significantly lower for
degludec over glargine thereby reinforcing the finding

seenwith PK studies.27 Additionally, a pooled analysis
conducted from four phase 3a studies of basal-oral therapy
(BOT, type 2 diabetes), revealed that, degludec has 82%
higher likelihood (p<0.05) for achieving FPG without
causing hypoglycaemia compared to glargine.28
A patient-level meta-analysis (all seven trials in type 1
and type 2 diabetes) compared the hypoglycaemic events of
two insulin (degludec versus glargine) analysed by negative
binomial regression model.29 Nocturnal hypoglycaemia
were significantly lower (-26%) with degludec over glargine
in combined population (- 32% in type 2 diabetes and
-17% in type 1 diabetes). Overall hypoglycaemia was only
marginally lower with degludec (-9%) over glargine.29 The
cost-effectiveness of degludec versus glargine has also been
evaluated in adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus using a
short-term economic model. This analysis demonstrates that
degludec is a cost-effective treatment option compared to
glargine and offers additional benefits to patients suffering
from recurrent hypoglycaemia.30
Interestingly, the criteria used to define hypoglycaemia
and nocturnal timings in these head-to-head studies,
received criticism from USFDA. Notably, ADA defines
hypoglycaemia as blood sugar < 70 mg/dl and none of
these degludec studies followed this ADA principle but in
reality neither of the earlier basal insulin studies done so
far with glargine and detemir used these ADA criteria in
their pre-approval studies when compared to NPH (possibly
because these definitions emerged later). However, when
this ADA criterion of hypoglycaemia was applied to these
degludec head-to-head studies against glargine, the margin
of benefits lowered by approximately 7-8%, nonetheless
remain significant in quite a few studies. When nocturnal
timings were changed by 2 hours on either side of NovoNordisk timings (as stated by FDA), the margin of benefit
alsoreduced to some extent but nevertheless persisted in
some studies.31,32Although FDA review board have not yet
approved degludec based upon their updated data which
showed increase in major adverse cardiac events (MACE)
by 33% when unstable angina were excluded from original
dataset, other regulators like European agency (EMA),
Japan FDA and many other countries including Mexico and
India have already given their approval to degludec based
on the same original data. FDA will likely reconsider for its
approval once further updated data in this regard is placed.
Nevertheless, it is evident that when unstable angina was
not excluded from the original data set of the pre-approved
protocol, MACE events were not found to be raised with
degludec. It is also unclear as to why FDA decided to
exclude unstable angina from MACE.31, 32
However, an area which probably needs further clarification
about degludec is the effect of over-insulinization and its
consequences on CV effect and mitogenecity in long term.
Generally, in insulin-treated persons with type 2 diabetes, it
is usual to recommend that plasma insulin concentrations
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are greater with PEG-lispro than lispro. Other possibilities
could be increasednonreceptor-mediated clearance or less
bioavailabilityafter administration subcutaneously.43The
fateof PEG-lispro after receptor binding is unknown.
Until now, few clinical data on PEG-lispro have been
published. An open-label, randomized, Phase II, 12-week
trial in type 2 diabetes (n = 288) compared the efficacy
and safety of once-daily PEG-lispro versus glargine in
combination with metformin and/or sulfonylurea.39 At
equivalent glycemic control, PEG-lispro was associated with
a 48% reduction in nocturnal hypoglycemia after correcting
for baseline pre-randomization rate, and with weight loss
(-0.58 kg versus + 0.31 kg , p = 0.001). Data from a subset
of patients from this study (51 with PEG-lispro and 25 with
glargine) who underwent continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM on three consecutive days) suggested that PEG-lispro
is associated with reduced blood glucose variability versus
insulin glargine.40
The incidence of total and nocturnal hypoglycaemia didnot
differ between the two groups, although PEG-lispro treated
patients had a 48% reduction innocturnal hypoglycaemia
after adjusting for run-in periodof hypoglycaemia. At week
12, mean insulin dose/kg was 1.5-fold greater with PEGlispro than with insulin glargine treatment. The finding
of weight loss associated with PEG-lispro was quite
unexpected, but was also found in a small, crossover study
comparing once-daily PEG-lispro with insulin glargine
(each given with prandial insulin) in 137 patients with type
1 diabetes.41Although the risk of nocturnal hypoglycaemia
was 25% lower with PEG-lispro, total hypoglycaemia
rates were higher and severe hypoglycaemia did not differ
between the two treatments. A weight loss of 1.2 kg was
reported during PEG-lispro treatment versus 0.7 kg gain
with glargine.41A pooled analysis of the two trials suggests
that weight loss with PEG-lispro was not dependent on
baseline body mass index, hypoglycemia, or gastrointestinal
adverse events.42, 43The weight-sparing effect is probably a
result of thehepato-selectivity of PEG-lispro leading to less
lipogenesisand increased lipid oxidation compared with
insulinglargine.43 Liver transaminase levels rose significantly
across patients treated with PEG-lispro, although the mean
values remained within normal limits; moreover, PEGlispro was associated with lower high density lipotrotein
(HDL)-cholesterol, higher low density lipoprotein (LDL)cholesterol, and higher triglyceride concentrations when
compared to glargine.39, 41
Currently, eight phase III trials have been planned and
recruiting patients on PEG-lispro, these are typically named
IMAGINE trials of which, three(IMAGINE - 1, 3 and
IMAGINE- 7) is being conducted in type 1 and five with
type 2 diabetics (IMAGINE – 2, 4, 5, 6 and IMAGINE –
Asian).44The results from clinical trials of longer duration
in relation tohepatic fat content, risk of hypoglycaemia,
weight regulation,lipoprotein subclass distribution and
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remain within a 50–200 pmol/L range in order to avoid
over-insulinization. Such concentrations are achieved when
daily doses of insulin glargine or NPH insulin approximate
0.4 units per kg. However, the total plasma insulin
concentrations are much greater in persons treated with
insulin degludec. As these insulin derive their protracted
action from the insertion of a long chain fatty acid moiety,
stable total plasma concentrations as high as 6000 pmol/L
are observed for insulin degludec.33The consequences of
such high insulin concentration is not yet known. Moreover,
as the free to bound ratio of plasma insulin concentrations
remains unknown, we need to fully understand as to how
this insulin are eliminated or degraded.A prospective CV
studies with degludec which is already in progress will
expectedly throw some lights on these issues.

Pegylated Lispro Insulin (PEG-LISPRO)
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Since theperipheral administration of insulin does not
replicatethe physiological two- to threefold higher portal
versus systemiccirculating insulin levelsand makesan
imbalance betweenhepatic and peripheral metabolic
actions, anbasal insulin analogue with predominant hepatic
selectivity were developed.
Poly-ethylene-glycol (PEG) is a non-toxic neutral
polyether which can be conjugated to proteins. Each
monomer can bind three molecules of water allowing it to
become highly hydrated. Insulin lispro has been PEGylated
at lysine B28, via a urethane bond. PEGylation of proteins
increases the hydrodynamic size of the molecule to which
it is appended.35 PEG-lispro has a hydrodynamic diameter
of 7.8 ± 0.4 nm, which is four times larger than lispro
and analogues to a globular protein of size approximately
75 kDa.36When administered to the subcutaneous tissue,
this increase in hydrodynamic size serves to delay the
absorption ofPEGylated proteins by slowing their diffusion
rate. Moreover, glomerular filtration of such proteins is also
reduced since the increase in molecular size supersedes the
renal ultra-filtration cut-off. These factors are important
considerations with respect to protracting the half-life of
PEGylated proteins. Phase 1 studies in healthy volunteers
demonstrated that serum concentrations of PEG-lispro were
relatively flat for approximately 48 h post-dose, with t1/2
values ranging from 24 to 48 h, and a duration of action of at
least 36 h, reflective of the prolonged serum concentrationtime profile. PEG-lispro also demonstrates low intra-subject
variability following single subcutaneous doses: < 18% for
pharmacokinetic and < 32% for glucodynamic profile.
The binding affinity of PEG-lispro to the insulin
receptoris 17 times less than insulin lispro (about 6%),
and the affinity for insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor
ismore than 32 times less than insulin lispro, which may
indicate lesser mitogenic potential.37,38The reducedbinding
capacity to the receptor may alsoin part explain that the
molar quantities required toachieve half-maximal response
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concentration,and other cardiovascular disease risk
factors incomparison with not only insulin glargine
but also insulindegludec are of fundamental interest.
Furtherclinical data will reveal whether a basal insulin
analogue with preferential liver specific action results in
therapeuticadvantages.
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Glargine U300

III were lower with U300 but unlike EDITION-I and II, the
reduction was not statistically significant.
EDITION-IV enrolled 549 type 1 patients internationally,
while EDITION-JP I was conducted in 243 type Japanese
patients. The primary endpoint was met in both studies
which showed similar reductions in HbA1c at 6 months but
confirmed and severe nocturnal hypoglycaemia from month
3 to 6 was not pre-specified as a main secondary endpoint
per study protocol.47 Analyses of several hypoglycaemia
categories are underway and will be presented soon.
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This is a newer high-strength glargine formulation
containing glargine at a concentration of 300 U/ml rather
than the usually available glargine 100 U/ml. Although the
mechanism of protraction of this product is essentially the
same as for the U100 strength formulation, U300 forms a
compact subcutaneous depot with a smaller surface area to
produce a more gradual and prolonged release compared
to glargine. Consequently, glargine U300 has a flatter PK/
PD profile, with a prolonged duration of action compared
to glargine U100.45Five phase III studies with glargine
U300 have been planned of which three is being conducted
in type 2 diabetics (EDITION-I,II,III, JP II) and two is
being conducted in type 1 (EDITION-IV, JP I). Currently
the clinical evidence for the supposed clinical benefits of
this new glargine formulation is limited to two Phase III
(EDITION-I and EDITION-II), which are available but
still to be published as full reports. Also, some early topline results of other U300 trials, EDITION-III (insulin naive
type 2 diabetes) and EDITION-IV, EDITION-JP I (type 1
diabetes) have been made available on sponsored website
and sooner expected to declare.
In EDITION-Itrial, 807 patients on basal-bolus insulin
plus oral diabetes drugs were randomized to receive
glargine U300 or glargine U100 once-daily for 6 months in
combination with prandial insulin, while continuing on oral
drugs. As these are treat-to-target trial there were similar
reductions in HbA1c from baseline to 6 months and similar
proportions of patients achieving an HbA1c < 7%. However,
there was a 21% reduction in severe or confirmed nocturnal
hypoglycemia (<70 mg/ml) and a lower occurrence of any
nocturnal hypoglycemic event with glargine U300.46 There
were no differences in other adverse events. In EDITIONII trial, 811 patients on basal insulin plus oral diabetes
drugs were randomized to glargine U300 or glargine
U100. Although both insulin achieved a similar HbA1c
reduction,there was 23% less severe or confirmed (plasma
glucose <70 mg/dl) nocturnal hypoglycaemia with U300
(p=0.036). Incidence of any nocturnal hypoglycaemia was
27% lower with U300.47Surprisingly, the doses of glargine
U300 were approximately 10% higher than U100 at the end
of both the study.
EDITION-III compared U300 with U100 in 878 people
with type 2 diabetes not previously treated with insulin
and uncontrolled on oral medication. Although the rates of
severe or nocturnal confirmed hypoglycaemia in EDITION-
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Conclusion

The quest to find the ideal basal insulin continues. Glargine
is a an improvement over NPH, being longer acting, used
once daily, with much lesser variability and lesser nocturnal
hypoglycaemia compared to NPH. Detemir is even more
improvised technically with lesser variability; lesser
nocturnal hypoglycaemia and lesser weight gain compared
to glargine but often needs twice daily injection and
relatively larger doses. Both glargine and detemir cannot be
mixed with other insulin. Degludec currently seems to be
most improvised with a flatter profile, least variability, and
a truly once daily with the advantage of flexible timing of
administration, lesser nocturnal hypoglycaemia (compared
to glargine and detemir) with additional ability to be mixed
with other insulin as well as GLP- 1agonist.
Glargine U300 seems to have some advantage of lesser
nocturnal hypoglycaemia when compared to U100 but
more data from further studies is currently required to
substantiateit’s conceivableadvantage. PEG-lispro seems
to possess a hepatic selectivity with unique advantage
of weight loss and a better PK-PD profile compared to
glargine U100 along with the suggestion of lesser nocturnal
hypoglycaemia but it still has to go a long way from the
safety perspective. Results from its phase III trials will shed
further light on these issues and clarify their advantage
over existing basal analogues. Finally, cost should also be
considered by decision makers, as most health providers
have limited budgets and hard choices have to be made on
cost-effectiveness.
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